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AMM Role  
Activity Summary Results 

Current Onboard = Number of enlisted Sailors onboard reflected in the distribution system 
 
Projected Losses = Number of planned Sailors projected to depart the command at or before P9 
 
Tentative Gains= Number of Sailors the Detailers have Posted to open requisitions 
 
Prospective Gains = Number of Sailors with orders in hand  
 
Held Billets = Billets that the MCA has directed not to be filled  



AMM Role  
Activity Summary Results 

NEC Requirements 

Critical NEC  = NECs deemed critical for warfighting missions by the TYCOM and approved by USFF 
 
Bridged NEC = Basically: When a Sailor holds a NEC in inventory, is DNECd to it, but is not required for the 
billet to which they are aligned. The command may have a gapped skill on another billet (even if the billet is 
filled.) The command may wish to Bridge (DNEC) in order to get readiness credit for the gapped NEC in that 
member’s inventory. The use of Bridging will not stop the gapped billet from generating a requisition.  
 
Floating NEC =  Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC) requirement appearing on a billet/position, but which is  
an activity skill requirement rather than a requirement for a specific billet/position (i.e. SAR Swimmer; Sub    
Diver).  A Floating NEC is considered as a separate skill independent of the billet for which it’s attached. 



AMM Role 
Activity Summary Results 

Quality of Alignment 

Quality of Alignment  
QoA 1-7 

 
Refer to QoA Rules under Management Tab for more information 
 
This information is used by PERS-4013 and is not intended to be a readiness score.  
 
QoAs will trigger alignment locks and unlocks, which in turn will impact automatic 
realignments, which occur monthly.    



AMM Role  
Activity Summary Results 

Summary of Billets and Personnel data by Manning Requirement Type (MRT) 
 
Billets (BA): Funded billets (These are the normal billets that the distribution process works to fill). 
 
Unfunded Billets: Billets listed on a command’s Activities Manpower Document (AMD) without active funding- 
normally not filled unless there is excess inventory. 
 
Refillable Excess: Manning Control Authority (MCA) directed additional requirements for distribution- will 
generate a requisition like a funded requirement. 
 
Non-refillable Excess: Short term directed manning levels above BA – will not generate a requisition 
 
Alignment Exempt: Sailors who are under the administrative control of a given command, but not counting 
against the overall manning levels for that command (members who have transferred but not reported to new 
command yet or in a transient account status, i.e. ACC 3xx) 
 
Unaligned: Sailors who are currently unaligned to a Billet (all of these need action) 



AMM Role  
Alignment Summary Results 

 
Information displayed in this table replicates information in the Activity Summary Results 
Table, but includes filters from the Optional Criteria included. 
 
Filled Floating: Number of filled Floating NEC requirements at that command 
 
Floating: Total number of Floating NEC requirements for a given command 
 
Bridged: Number of NEC requirements being covered by Bridging 
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Alignment View 

A Flag is a type of report that displays information about some type of change to  
either the member or Billet.  Most Flags will be “information only” in the AMM role. 



AMM Role  
Alignment View 

Sailor’s Name 

ACC: Account Category Code 
PRD: Projected Rotation Date 
EAOS: End Active Duty Obligated Service 
SEAOS: Soft End Active Duty Obligated Service 
PL: Projected Loss Date 
PG: Prospective Gain Date 
Branch: Active / FTS 

Hyperlink to  
PG/PL Report 

Note: Selecting the hyperlink for Sailor’s name will provide abundant information on 
professional info, supporting info, historical data, and special pay. Data herein is sensitive and 
for this reason, CO/XO/OIC must sign SAAR access request.  “View only” access does not 
activate this hyperlink.  



AMM Role  
Alignment PG/PL Report 

The PG/PL report will display information about the billets that are currently 
gapped and those with planned losses in the detailing window. 
 
It will also display information about PG member 
It will display a TG for those billets which the detailer has “penciled in” a member 
It will calculate the gap between the incumbent’s loss date and PG’s EDA 



QUESTIONS: 
 

NPC Request that you complete a training survey: 
http://go.usa.gov/c9waQ 
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